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within the four walls of kate spade new york, personal style is applauded and cultural curiosity is
encouraged. long before the days of pinboards and social sharing, the brand’s in-house creative
team began amassing a collection of things we love on their website: a crayon ring, a cocktail
doodle, a particularly dreamy photograph. people began visiting and chiming in with
suggestions. now, the things we love have come to life in celebration of the brand’s 20th
anniversary. each of the book’s 20 chapters is filled with things we love―from the color red to a
well-placed bow to a sense of humor and handwritten notes. part visual diary, part inspirational
reference and sprinkled throughout with playful tips and practical advice, things we love is a
beautiful compilation that visually represents the spirit of kate spade new york―a place where
the colors are bold, smart design is key and fashion is fun.Praise for kate spade new york: things
we love:“the brand has a vibrant new tome to celebrate.”-- Harper’s Bazaar.com 

About the Authorkate spade new york started with four people in 1993. it’s grown a bit since
then, but the charming dream-big, anything-is-possible mentality has stayed the same. in the
last 20 years, the once-handbag company has become a global lifestyle brand with shops
around the world and categories including handbags, clothing, jewelry, shoes, stationery,
accessories, fragrance and home.
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bluebadsquishy, “A fun coffee table book. I love most of the things listed in the chapters so I think
this book is worth the money. Each chapter has a subject and then several pages of pictures/
quotes for that subject. I've listed the chapters to help you decide if you want to buy it. 1. The
color red 2. A well placed bow 3. New York, new york 4. The polka dot 5. A sense of humor 6.
Summer 7. A pop of color 8. Black and white 9. Accessorizing with abandon 10. The cha-cha 11.
The cinema 12. Beautiful type 13. An element of surprise 14. Flea market finds 15. Adventures
16. All that glitters 17. Handwritten notes 18. Cocktails 19. Bold blooms 20. Books”

no, “Beautiful. Fast shipping, Beautiful Book!!”

Ocean, “Total Win. Well thought through, charming, positive, and fun. Wrapped this up in paper,
ribbons and bows for a teen who loves fashion and style. They adored it and so did I as I
purused the pages before wrapping. Totally simple, delightful and a good piece for any
fashionista home. Lots of empowering words, unique photos and that special Kate Spade twist
we know and adore. A thousand times yes. Note: the copy I received came unscathed, protected
by bubble wrap for the shipping process - perfect condition -  hooray!”

Mary Dee, “Amazon makes easy to shop used books.. Beautifully kept book and cover.”

A. Ngai, “Perfect Coffee Table Book for a Woman's Home. Glossy pages of fashion, jewelry, NY
landmarks, pretty people, patterns -- perfect to disply in a woman's home. The edges are
gilded. The ONLY small thing is the book arrived slightly dented -- one of the corners. Not the
fault of the author -- but Amazon should bubble wrap all books when preparing for shipment. It
took Amazon (I was tracking my order) 4 days to prepare the order you would think they would
have time to bubble wrap the book.  Nevertheless, it's a gorgeous book and good price.”

Jessica M, “Cute book!. The book was in excellent condition and I love all of the colors and
gilding on the sides of the book! It will make a great visual for my coffee table, thank you!”

Little Miss, “things we love: THIS BOOK. I pre-ordered things we love: twenty years of
inspiration, intriguing bits and other curiosities months in advance and was so excited when it
arrived last night.the book itself is beautiful. pink clothbound cover with gold pages on thick,
gorgeous paper. the book is broken into twenty "chapters" of varying length. i wish more space
had been devoted to some of my favorites (i.e. a well-placed bow OR good humor). however,
the images were consistently gorgeous and i loved finding the little "intriguing bits" hidden
throughout the book.definitely a welcome addition to my bookshelf and something that will be an
endless source of inspiration, i am sure!”



City and Chic, “Love the book. 4 stars because didn't arrive in pristine condition. This is a great
book. Its beautiful and fun to look at. I'm going to look into purchasing it in the future as a gift for
friends. It also makes a lovely coffee table book=) The gold pages are a pretty touch as well. 4
stars because there was a tiny nick on the book cover.”

XxxBeexxX, “Perfect for any Kate Spade fan. Purchased this as a gift for my friend. Had a flick
through and the pictures were really lovely, the gold edges gives this book a luxurious feel and
it's amazing quality. My friend loved it. Perfect coffee table book.”

Natalia McLackland, “Wonderful and colourful book!. Wonderful and colourful book! Puts a lot of
good light in a world we live today! I love Kate spade!”

Sonia Nicolson-Gudrúnarson, “Pretty pages of inspiration. ...and treats for your design and
creative mind ~ a happy coffee table book which would make a lovely gift for a young, design
conscious chick!!”

The book by Ari Seth Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 254 people have provided feedback.
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